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General of France. The devout Knox is the true representa

tive of those real patriots of Scotland who have toiled and

suffered to elevate the character and standing of her common

people; and in the late Disruption may be seen how much and

how readily her better men can sacrifice for principle's sake,

when they deem their religion concerned. But apart from

religious considerations, the Scotch affect a cheap and. frugal

patriotism, that achieves little and costs nothing.

In the common English, on the contrary, there is much of

that natural independence which the Scotchman wants; and

village Hampdens-men quite as ready to do battle in behalf

of their civil rights with the lord of the manor as the Scot with

a foreign enemy-are comparatively common characters. Nor

is it merely in the history, institutions and. literature, of the

country,
- in its great Charter, - its Petition of Right,

- its

Habeas Corpus Act, -its trial by jury,
- in the story of its

Hampdens, Russells, and Sidneys, or in the political writings

of its Miltons, Harringtons, and Lockes, -that we recognize

the embodiment of this great national trait. One may see it

scarce less significantly stamped, in the course of a brief morn

ing's walk, on the face of the fields. There are in Scotland

few of the pleasant styles and sequestered pathways open to

the public, which form in England one of the most pleasing

features of the agricultural provinces. The Scotch people, in

those rural districts in which land is of most value, find them

selves shut out of their country. Their patriotism may expa

tiate as it best can on the dusty public road, for to the road

they have still a claim; but the pleasant hedgerows, the woods,

and fields, and running streams, are all barred against them;

and so generally is this the case, that if they could by and by
fell that the Scotch had taken Scotland, just as their fathers

used, to tell in joke, as piece of intelligence, that "the Dutch
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